SNT-TC-1A Interpretation Request Form

Each inquiry should address a specific section or paragraph of SNT-TC-1A. If submitting multiple inquiries, submit a separate form for each inquiry.

In the top section of the form, provide complete contact information so that you can be reached should clarification be required. List the SNT-TC-1A edition (year) being referenced and the specific paragraph or section in question.

In the Inquiry block, state the question in the clearest terms possible and in a manner that will permit a Yes or No answer if possible.

In the Background block, provide any additional information that will explain the need for the clarification or the intent of a paragraph or section. Attach additional pages if necessary.

The Proposed Response block is for ASNT use only.

All inquiries should be sent to:
Chair, the SNT-TC-1A Interpretation Panel
c/o Chief Technical Officer
ASNT
1711 Arlingate Lane
PO Box 28518
Columbus, OH 43228-0518.
Email: SNT-TC-1Ainterpretations@ASNT.org
Fax: (614) 274-6899

SNT-TC-1A INQUIRY REQUEST FORM

Submit to: Chair, SNT-TC-1A Interpretation Panel
c/o Chief Technical Officer
ASNT
1711 Arlingate Lane
PO Box 28518
Columbus, OH 43228-0518
Email: SNT-TC-1Ainterpretations@asnt.org
Fax: (614) 274-6899

Date:

ASNT USE ONLY

Inquiry #:

Name: ______________________ Phone: ______________________ Email: ______________________

Address: ______________________ City: ______________________ State: ______ Zip: ______

Country: ______________________ SNT-TC-1A Edition: ______________________ Associated Paragraph(s): ______________________

Background (Add any additional information that will clarify the situation, need, etc.):

PROPOSED RESPONSE  (ASNT Use Only)